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EDITORIAL

CONNECTED
THINKING

S

o important is broadband connectivity to those who have it that it is now
often described as a basic human
right. That there should be so many
people on the planet without high
speed access to remotely-held information and
life-improving—potentially life-saving—digital services is held up as one of the greatest
inequalities of the modern world. All the more
so when you consider that other traditional
metrics—wealth, health and education, for
example—can be so materially enhanced by
the presence of reliable connectivity.
On the enterprise side, meanwhile, broadband sits at the heart of fundamental changes
to business processes, both internal and outward-facing, that are enabling corporations
to drive efficiencies and improvements at a
time of great financial uncertainty. There are
environmental benefits, too, as truly practical
remote conferencing facilities—enabled by
improvements in video and throughput—
are finally offering a usable alternative to
thousands of hours of air travel.
02
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There is no part of life that connectivity
does not touch and for which someone, somewhere is looking to develop a service based
on that connectivity that can reap some form
of improvement.
In the wireless world, as you can see from
the feature on p16 of this special supplement, published to coincide with the 2012
Broadband World Forum event in Amsterdam
this October, LTE is now gaining enormous
traction. Even the UK, unaccustomed to its
role as mobile laggard, is now on the way
to a commercial launch of the latest generation of cellular network technology. 292
operators in 93 markets across the globe have
now deployed LTE, with 55 more planning
launches soon.
The pursuit of speed in network throughput can sometimes seem like an abstract
game for engineers, in which boundaries
are pushed for their own sake. But in our
feature on High Frequency Trading on p10,
we present one of the tangible benefits
of pure speed. Millions of dollars can be

made or lost trading on super fast changes
in stock prices, with those traders who
have access to the fastest networks more
likely to be on the winning side. Are we
reaching the limits of the technology? As
one interviewee points out with deadpan
understatement: “The speed of light is
starting to get annoying”.
Nowhere is the improvement in broadband performance more essential than the
management of big data, meanwhile. Datacentres are among the most costly assets a
company can deploy and our feature on p6
looks at the different approaches operators
are taking to their construction. Frequently
now they are looking to share the burden of
the build with their customers, deploying
datacentres that can cater to both external
and internal functions.
And as the cloud services model truly
takes hold the network becomes pivotal in
accessing the computing power that sits in
remote or distant locations. The network is
becoming the computer.
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INTERVIEW

The speed
of innovaTion
With broadband speeds topping hundreds of megabits per
second technology is moving ahead of demand.
Tony Werner, CTO, Comcast

I

SPs don’t come much bigger than Comcast. As the largest cable provider in
the US, the company is also one of the
largest broadband service providers
in the world. As such, the decisions it
makes in terms of technology and strategy
will inevitably have an impact in other parts
of the world.
Its network currently passes 52 per cent
of the US population and offers speeds of
100Mbps and 50Mbps across almost its
entire footprint, with 19 million customers
subscribing to these high-speed services at
the last count. A lucky few have access to
throughputs of up to 305Mbps, some of the
fastest broadband speeds available commercially anywhere on the planet, though
unsurprisingly these speeds are, for now,
the preserve of power users.
While there are no immediate plans to
push past these headline numbers, last year
Comcast demonstrated speeds of 1Gbps on
its network by combining 32 of its DOCSIS3
channels, clearly demonstrating that there
is headroom in its network architecture. So
why not do it if it’s possible?
“There’s no technical limitation for not
doing this [now] but there are some timing
limitations,” says Tony Werner, chief technical officer at Comcast. The modem hardware
04
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is capable of handling the speeds, Werner
says, but the technology is ahead of demand.
So while it will happen at some point, the
timing of the decision will be: “balanced
against consumer, need and want... HFC
(Hybrid Fibre Coaxial) has tons of capacity
and can easily go to a billion bits per second
when the consumer needs it,” he says.
However, Werner points out that above
100Mbps the law of diminishing returns
kicks in. “Once you go above 100Mbps there
are a lot of other parts of the eco-system that
don’t operate at that speed anyway, including
the internet itself; the speeds at which the
servers can stream out are restricted. And
it’s going to be a while until that point of the
network starts to catch up.”
Of course, there are others who are already
pushing out higher connection speeds. Google
has recently pulled the trigger on its much
vaunted Google Fiber project, offering internet and TV at speeds of up to 1Gbps, though at
the moment it’s only available in the Kansas
City area. Should this be a concern?
“I think competition is great because it
keeps us on our game and makes us stronger.
In this country, it was the cable modem that
stimulated the telcos to do DSL—all competition is good,” he says. As to whether Google
could eventually compete with Comcast in

the TV market, Werner is honest enough to
admit he doesn’t know. “Kansas City isn’t
in our service area, so we’re not directly
close to it, but [Google] do a lot of content
and other stuff such as YouTube, which is a
service that continues to grow in popularity.
I think it will be an interesting product for
a lot of people.”
That’s not to say the Comcast is not
innovating. One recent, major development was the introduction of the firm’s
X1 cloud-based TV platform. Werner says
that Comcast spent two and half years
working on the platform to create what he
describes as, “a brand new experience.” The
key aspect of the X1 platform is that most
of the logic and data is stored in the cloud
rather than on the local device. This enables
Comcast to move very rapidly in terms of
implementing changes to the service, and
to introduce those changes to all customers
at once, Werner says. Crucially the firm is
not restricted by the device each customer
is using to access the service, be it a set-top
box or a Microsoft Xbox.
A key example of the strengths of this
platform, Werner says was the recent London
Olympics. “Two weeks before the Olympics
we had just a beautiful spread that showed
up all the Olympic content,” he says. “It had
Broadband Outlook | October 2012
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Once yOu gO aBOve 100MBps
there are a lOt Of Other parts
Of the ecO-systeM that dOn’t
Operate at that speed anyway,
including the internet itself

a picture of the venues, it had other pieces,
and you could go through it—and that was
something we put up overnight. As the Olympics were winding down we were able to take
it down and make all sorts of modifications.
It’s end-point agnostic.”
Another area in which Werner says
Comcast recently led the field was the
activation of native IPv6 addressing on
its network—and he explains why it chose
to be one of the early movers on this. “We
thought we would run out of IP addresses
sooner than is actually going to happen,” he
says. So we started working on this six or
seven years ago, readying things in terms
of the equipment we buy and in terms of
what goes into customer’s homes. So we
are in pretty good shape with most of our
CPE in the homes.”
While Werner says awareness and adoption of IPv6 has greatly improved from a year
ago, he identifies a significant opportunity
for consumer electronics companies, including home networking equipment vendors, to
improve IPv6 deployment by shipping IPv6capable devices and enabling IPv6 by default.
Significantly, though, Werner reveals that
during the Olympics over a million IPv6-only
streams were delivered through its network,
so clearly some progress is being made.
Broadband Outlook | October 2012
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Inevitably some technical decisions that
fall to a CTO to make will be more controversial than others. Today, perhaps, none
more so than how data caps will work on
the network, an issue that particularly affects subscribers to the network’s higher
speed packages. Werner says that Comcast
has just removed its 250GB data cap and is
currently in the process of running usagebased models to determine what is fair.
“We’re running tests to understand how
consumers react and how pricing ties into
it. We’re going to introduce different data
usage approaches in multiple markets and
see the impact on customers. We’re very
much focused right now on the customer
experience,” Werner says.
Another political issue that could potentially affect how the network is run is
net neutrality and Werner is insistent that
Comcast abides by the rules laid down by
the FCC. “[Net neutrality is] a very complex
issue that means a lot of different things in
different countries. In general, we are highly
supportive of the principles that were put
out by the FCC, meaning that content is not
discriminated against—and we do not discriminate against devices. We are supportive
of an open internet and one that promotes
innovation, and everything that goes with it.”

Werner also says that there is a lot
more that the network can offer aside
from raw speed. Specifically this will
be the introduction of more intelligence
into the network. “The biggest [trend] I
see is personalized, curated navigation
and intelligent personal assistance,” he
says. “As we get into tens and hundreds
of thousands of apps and pieces of content
that you can watch at any moment of time,
you’ll have intelligence to help you decide
what to watch and how to find it.” Werner
believes that there is a lot more innovation to come in this space. Returning to
the potential that the firm sees in its X1
cloud platform, Werner says: “We believe
in cross-platform and the threading of
experiences. We will continue to bring
more aspects of your phone to the TV, and
the experience you have on the web to the
TV. And we will continue to bring more
of the TV to your web enabled devices.”
While many are ready to put cable providers in the category of ‘old world’ companies,
Werner believes that it is the spirit of innovation that keeps Comcast fresh and relevant.
“We believe in convergence; we believe in
change. I probably have never worked for a
company that embraced change more than
Comcast,” he says. n
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DATACENTRES

I

n 1919 Irish poet WB Yeats wrote ‘The
Second Coming’, a work that conjured
the image of a “spiritus mudi”—a vast
warehouse that contained all the archetypes of human concepts. This enormous storage facility was located somewhere
out in the inhospitable desert, yet magically
accessible to every person walking the earth.
Almost a century later, in the age of high
speed data transport, intelligent networks
and virtualisation, it’s easy to forget that
behind the almost magical connection delivering information to the screen in front
of the end user’s eyes, there is a solid, squat
building full of humming electrical equipment. The datacentre is almost an abstract
concept in itself. It sits at the heart of the
network and carries out many of the critical
tasks that keep the services flowing; rarely, if
ever, occupying the attention of the millions
of customers it serves.
The vision of a datacentre as a hulking
steel warehouse packed with racks and racks
of servers studded with flashing lights isn’t

far wrong. But what actually goes on behind
the glowing LEDs? A telecom operator’s
datacentre houses critical applications such
as OSS and BSS and everything essential
for running the Master Control Centre. As a
result, a datacentre requires 24/7 uninterrupted availability, high security, high speed
connectivity and lots and lots of power.
That power is by far the biggest factor
in running a datacentre, so if a carrier can
reduce the electricity bill by 30 per cent,
they can dramatically reduce cost. This
consideration has influenced a number of
approaches to datacentre building. Scale—a
common concern in the telecoms industry—is
another important dynamic affecting which
approach an operator takes.
UK-based network fixed and mobile service
provider TalkTalk, which focuses on both
the enterprise and consumer markets, favours the ‘build big’ approach. The company
recently opened a new facility in Corsham,
built on 30 acres of Wiltshire scrubland. This
datacentre covers a very large physical area

in a campus-style build, which at the moment
is only one tenth occupied. With “significant”
amounts of power available on site TalkTalk
can continue to expand and build out at this
location over the next ten years—a very different proposition to urban build-outs, where
operations are restricted by the availability
of physical building sites.
Dave Mullender, head of network services
at TalkTalk, says that as a fairly large consumer of datacentre space—both for the company’s own use and for delivery of services
out to its customers—the way TalkTalk uses
datacentres is a key consideration.
“We need to ensure they are of the right
quality and sustainability. We own some
facilities outright and some we use on a rental
model. But with installations like Corsham
we wanted to find some facilities where we
could expand and scale as we continue to
grow our business. Our datacentre requirements grow as we do and we didn’t want to
get into a ‘traditional building’. We needed
something that was able to scale efficiently,

THINKING BIG
The explosion in cloud computing is driving massive demand for real estate,
connectivity and power and hulking data centres are being erected in the frozen
wilderness to feed this demand. But at the same time a more subtle evolution is
taking place: the network has finally become the computer.
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something that was datacentre-specific and
financially sensible in terms of investment.”
TalkTalk uses very modern techniques
centred around modular building, in much
the same way as oil rigs are constructed
before they are floated out to sea and assembled. Mullender says his company can
build the entire datacentre in a factory and
have it delivered as several separate modules
which are then ‘plugged together’ on site.
“This means rather than taking a year on
site, we can build the datacentre in one or two
months. We can scale much faster and flex to
the business requirements of ourselves and
our partner. We can also control investments
so we are only investing in the space that we
need and offer better value to our partners
and customers,” says Mullender.
There are a mind boggling array of requirements and efficiencies to be considered
in datacentre planning. For campus deployments at this level “a hell of a lot of power”
is required, Mullender says, although these
modular build techniques also include cool-

ing systems which use fresh air cooling to
make the datacentre much more efficient.
According to TalkTalk, its PUE (power
utilisation efficiency) is about 1.25. That
means for each unit of power delivered to the
servers from the grid, the company “wastes” a
quarter unit on cooling, which is power never
delivered to the actual equipment. Mullender
reckons an average datacentre would have
a PUE number of about two, highlighting
the economic and environmental benefits
of TalkTalk’s latest build.
However there are also some considerable
planning permission requirements that
need to be met in order to keep expanding
such a datacentre. In fact, while technology
has sped up the construction of the facilities themselves, long, drawn out planning
permission applications can easily become
the bottleneck. New builds are not always
possible, though, and a carrier may well end
up with multiple variations on datacentre
models that have been brought in through
acquisitions, with some more suited to spe-

cific roles and others that are multi-purpose.
Whatever the case, Mullender warns that
the operator has to be prepared to invest
in these kind of facilities, although there is
another trend stimulating this factor in the
background.
Mike Sapien, industry analyst with Ovum,
believes that there is a high level of consolidation going on in the date centre space,
with operators simultaneously improving
the quality of the facilities they are moving
to. “France Telecom went from 30 datacentres down to ten and introduced a state of
the art super centre,” he says, noting that
there is also a consolidation of usage taking place too. At one point it may have been
that a datacentre was designed for either
in-house use, to help the operator run its
own operations, or for retail purposes where
capacity would be sold to customers. But
now operators focused on external markets
have realised that their internal needs are
similar and have started to use single datacentres for both purposes. »

POWER IS BY FAR THE
BIGGEST FACTOR IN RUNNING
A DATACENTRE, SO IF A
CARRIER CAN REDUCE THE
ELECTRICITY THEY CAN
DRAMATICALLY REDUCE COST
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This ‘VirTual DaTacenTre’ BecOmes The plaTfOrm
fOr eVeryThing else, Because The nexT eVOluTiOn in
neTwOrking is sOfTware DefineD neTwOrks

“AT&T announced a datacentre build
in North Carolina and they use it for both
internal and external projects—whatever
fills it up, fills it up,” Sapien says. “After all,
you still need to staff the place whether it’s
full or empty. And because datacentre real
estate is enormously expensive, there has
been a pruning of datacentre needs and a
building of premium centres as well as operators creating regional hubs that cater to all
operations within a given geographic region.”
But are operators always best placed to be
building and constructing these datacentres?
Sapien believes that in general, 50 per cent of
operators are building their own datacentres
outright, with the other half outsourcing the
creation and running of the installations to
third parties.
Scale plays a major role, and even some
operators that manage their own datacentre
installations, are still going to specialists
for their hardware or real estate needs, with
either approach welcomed by European backbone network operator and cloud services
firm Interoute.
Matthew Finnie, CTO of Interoute, claims
his firm is best positioned to consolidate the
platform the company is deriving its services
from. “The economics of the network are far
more efficient than the economics of datacentres. With the latter, you’re placing content in
a physical datacentre where the availability
08
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of that content is limited by the availability
of that location. Yet if you adopt a network
model you can take a workload and primarily
route it through that location, then if that
location isn’t there for whatever reason,
you route it somewhere else. This ‘Virtual
Datacentre’ [what Interoute refers to as the
VDC] becomes the platform for everything
else, because the next evolution in networking
is Software Defined Networks,” Finnie says.
Interoute has got Virtual Datacentre installations in Amsterdam, London, Berlin
and Geneva. The firm doesn’t charge its users
for network usage because of the scale of its
network—instead they pay for compute only.
Against the background of explosive adoption
of cloud computing services, this seems to
be a sensible approach. “Cloud computing is
all about being able to distribute workloads,
not just about virtualising stuff in the datacentre. But that alone doesn’t do anything
for availability or the agility of platforms.
However, with network integration all this
falls into place naturally,” he says.
“If you don’t own your infrastructure then
you probably don’t need all the infrastructure you’ve got. This is an old, old telecoms
problem. The days of the integrated netco
and servco are over. We sell the same thing
to big content players as we do to our telco
customers—fibre, waves and chunks of IP
transit. This game is a scale game. If you

have the assets you can do something with
it,” he says.
Finnie says that, while other carriers
might not have the assets to compete with
Interourte, they may still have 25,000 people working for them. So they will become
a service management company and focus
on managing their customers’ expectations
and experience. “It’s all about getting rid of a
supply chain model where a guy turns up on
your doorstep with a box,” he says.
The crux of Interoute’s approach dovetails
nicely with the big concept of cloud computing.
Carriers like TalkTalk are building out huge
datacentres, allowing them to deliver multiple
tier three [top end] facilities to different customers all in the same site, and hooking those
locations up to the core network with 4Tbps
pipes. But Interoute is essentially knitting
together the capabilities of several disparate
datacentres over the network itself, making
the building of these ‘super centres’ unnecessary. To paraphrase early Sun Microsystems
employee, John Gage, the network has finally
become the computer, and the growth in cloud
adoption is driving this movement. Finnie
says: “If you thought the network opportunity
was big, then the compute opportunity is even
bigger and the big driver for capacity will be
compute resources.
“Datacentres used to be a customer of the
network. A datacentre has to have people there
Broadband Outlook | October 2012
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24/7, but the trend now is that the flexibility
of the platforms we are putting in will mean
the need for these flash, fancy datacentres is
no longer. If your service becomes self healing,
instead of the building it’s housed in being self
healing, then your cost is a fraction of what it
was and the economics will shift.”
The datacentre owner’s challenge, for
those who don’t have networks, is to yield
a higher revenue per installation through
managed services. But if those managed
services become itinerant workloads, then
you’re left with only real estate assets and an
infrastructure play. “People don’t need fancy
locations as they can build out over two separate datacentre locations and connect them
via the network. Networks and communications are completely virtualised already, so
why not datacentres?” Finnie asks.
There’s an element of ‘meta-virtualisation’
in this argument. Datacentres and cloud
offerings work by virtualising the servers
and processes that used to perform these
tasks on an individual basis. What a virtual
datacentre does is expand this idea out to
the macro level—adding another layer of
virtualisation.

Ovum’s Mike Sapien backs the concept.
“All these services are virtual now. In the
old days of TDM networks, everything was
a one-for-one relationship,” he says. “You had
a physical circuit going into a physical fibre
pair, going to a physical customer location.
These networks were very simple and it was
easy to identify where the connections went
because they were tied to a single phone
number. But cloud services—and any service
where things are shared—are an order of
difficulty harder because you have to manage and maintain services that are not tied
to any particular customer.
“This is more like the early days of ISDN
when you suddenly had numerous services
running on top of one copper pair, but the
systems were built around one connection
to one customer,” he says. “The network,
hosting, datacentre, and co location, all has
to be in the mix for the service that encompasses it all. Datacentre operators are really
making a big soup that the customer pays
to drink from.”
According to Sapien, all global carriers
mention the advantage of having or owning the network but few have done much

Cool power
An important consideration when designing a datacentre is the capability for cooling racks of servers
with lots of power around them.
Power density in each rack has increased considerably with the adoption of cloud computing. What
used to be a two or three kilowatt demand per rack
is already four or five kilowatts, and is expected to
hit seven or eight kilowatts in the future.
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Naturally cold countries and regions like
Scandinavia and Iceland are becoming popular
locations to build datacentres on account of
them having space available and the potential
for fresh air cooling. However, any operator
will need to weigh those TCO savings against
the considerable connectivity costs to plug the
datacentre into the nearest backbone.

to integrate or enhance it for datacentrebased services. “The real differentiation
will come when the network is fully integrated into the cloud service and provides
features that others cannot match. This
can be an intelligent network, on demand
service model that gets close to the cloud,
or a pay-as-you-go model,” he says. Ovum
expects all the global carriers to develop
more integration of the intelligent network
into advanced services, such as hosted
vertical applications, and begin to develop
intelligent network services that are fully
integrated into cloud-based services.
To achieve this, there are many ways to
use the mix of ecosystem partners within
and outside the carrier datacentre space.
Ovum believes that global carriers will
have to develop this ecosystem in each
datacentre and for each major region over
time to provide the global availability of
their respective advanced, cloud services.
One additional party not mentioned so far
is the enterprise customer, which may also
be a potential partner either in sharing the
risk or in providing services to other noncarrier customers.
“There are usually a select few customers
that global carriers have a very deep, strategic relationship with that can be leveraged
to expand new services. These customers
generally are a catalyst of new services but
there are situations that make it more strategic and more interactive to allow the global
carrier to expand with the help of customers
who understand that the new service may
involve special investment and skills that
can be shared,” Sapien says.
By this token, TalkTalk’s Mullender believes the datacentre model affects the way
people consume infrastructure, because
they can consume less hardware and more
‘service’. “If you’re going down that route then
you want to consume not just the virtualised
platform but you also need connectivity to
that environment out to where it needs to be
delivered,” he says.
It’s clear that while compute and connectivity go hand in hand on one level, they
are still two very distinct services. But in
a vision of the not too distant future these
services will merge to the point where
the physical locations and capabilities of
individual datacentres become almost irrelevant and the slogan once seen on Sun
Microsystems advertising hoardings will
come to fruition. n
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HigH-frequency trading

The need for speed
Milliseconds can mean millions of dollars in the hyper-competitive world of
high-frequency financial trading. Trading institutions are driving demand for ever
faster throughput speeds in communication networks that span the globe.
EllioTT HollEy
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HigH-frequency trading

T

he advantages of faster connectivity are rarely questioned these
days, with consumers told it will
improve their access to lifestyle
and content services and enterprise
users focused on improved productivity.
Often the touted benefits are, to a degree,
abstract. But in the world of high-frequency
financial trading (HFT), the benefits are very
measurable and very significant—so much
so that European regulators want to restrict
its use by introducing a delay in the system.
High-frequency traders use super-fast computers to trade automatically hundreds of times
a second, often arbitraging tiny price differences
between stocks listed on different venues. Added
up over the course of time, the combined value
of all those tiny profitable trades quickly builds
into vast mountains of cash.
Scarcely a day goes by without another IT
vendor, bank or system operator rolling out a
new low-latency link. In the world of securities
trading, milliseconds can literally translate into
millions of dollars. At the high end of the spectrum, a time difference of even a fraction of a
millisecond can make the difference between the
winner and the loser in a financial transaction.
Experts report that shaving a single
millisecond from every trade can be worth
upwards of $100m a year to a large trader.
And the traders operating in this space are
prepared to pay a premium.
Serving the needs of these low-latency
market participants, a range of high-speed
broadband links have emerged across the
globe. Deep sea cables, such as the 40Gbps
Asia Submarine-cable Express, which opened
at the end of August, cross the oceans between
Singapore, Hong Kong and Japan. Firms such
as Hibernia Atlantic claim to offer the fastest
possible connection between North America
and Europe via the UK. The SunGard Global
Network offers securities firms connectivity
and trading tools for markets around the world.
“The importance of being first is so great
that HFT firms will do almost anything if it
will increase their speeds,” says Hugh Cumberland, business development manager,
consulting and solutions at communications
provider Colt. “If I take one millisecond off
their round-trip delay, the customer may find
the cost of that service virtually irrelevant.
Most HFT strategies are based on being first
or equal, so if the customer is getting there
first every time, the return they can make is
almost unlimited—at least until the competition catches up.”
Broadband Outlook | October 2012
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In tandem with the increasing speed of
connectivity networks, stock exchanges and
securities trading venues have also increased
the speed of their trading engines dramatically. As recently as five years ago, the time
delays between sending orders and receiving
confirmation of a match on Japan’s Tokyo
Stock Exchange, one of the developed world’s
champion exchanges, was measured in whole
seconds. Now, exchanges measure latencies
in milliseconds, while the most cutting-edge
technology providers talk in microseconds.
Not all high-speed traders arbitrage price
differences. HFT encompasses a whole range
of strategies, some of which involve market
making; posting quotes at the bid and the
offer, thereby helping to provide liquidity in
the hope of making a profit. But regardless of
the definition, little dispute exists that HFTs
represent both a substantial portion of equity
market volumes—up to 70 per cent in the US,
and between 40-50 per cent in Europe—and
an equally important customer segment of
exchanges, which have become ever-more
attuned to the need to attract HFT flows to
drive up liquidity levels and bolster revenues. Put simply, a large factor in the drive
to increase speed at the exchange level has
been the desire by top exchange executives
to capitalise on the HFT dollar.
Naturally, connectivity providers have
been keen to establish close relationships
with the exchange venues, while exchanges
have sought to make themselves as accessible
as possible. The result has been phenomenal
growth in co-location services, in which
vendors and market participants locate their
trading infrastructure as close as possible to
the exchange matching engine.
Earlier this month, market data and
trading infrastructure services provider
MarketPrizm opened a co-location environment at the Tokyo Stock Exchange, to provide
users with market access services including
data, order routing, managed hosting and
networking in the TSE data centre.
It includes connectivity for equities, exchange-traded funds and derivatives. Users
can also gain access to data from other Asia
Pacific venues via MarketPrizm fed to customers inside the TSE data centre. The idea is to
make it easier for latency-sensitive investors to
access the market quickly and cost-effectively.
“Our solution lowers the cost of entry into
Japan and enables overseas customers to
trade without a local office in Japan,” says
Tanuja Randery, CEO at MarketPrizm. »
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With virtualised server farms,
cOmpanies can pull mOre cOmputing
resOurces tO cOmplete the tasks
WithOut laBOuring their it systems

“We can provide financial firms a fully managed market access solution with the best
latency in the market for accessing the TSE.
We can connect the buy-side with brokers
for execution inside co-location and we can
provide the brokers with a faster on-boarding
program for their customers.”
Links such as the MarketPrizm connection
are widespread across the globe. Brazilian
exchange BM&F Bovespa is particularly
notable for the emphasis it has placed on
upgrading its own trading platform and
providing co-location—a service that has
been enthusiastically embraced by foreign
investors keen to access Latin America’s
biggest market. In August, they accounted
for 40.02 per cent of total trading volumes
in the Bovespa equities segment. The same
month, the exchange’s co-location services
registered 198,057 trades, worth $1.28bn, on
the exchange’s Bovespa equities market—up
from 118,033 co-located trades ($1.01bn)
in July.
The use of co-location is not limited to equities, either. Brazil’s market for derivatives
is huge; the exchange already has a routing
agreement with US derivatives giant the CME
Group that allows US investors to access the
12
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Brazilian BM&F derivatives market through
their existing connections. But increasingly,
trading firms are co-locating for derivatives
trading at the exchange in Sao Paulo; the
number of co-located derivatives contracts
traded at BM&F increased from 8,066,765 in
July to 8,915,606 in August. Foreign investors
represented 25.37 per cent of activity on the
bourse’s derivatives market.
Third-party data centre services providers have also established a viable niche
for themselves, providing an environment
for banks to interact with exchanges and
technology vendors, all at blistering speeds
many times faster than the blink of a human
eye. The arrangement works to the benefit of
all parties, according to those who operate
the data centres.
“Co-locating to a third-party data centre
provider brings benefits to all stakeholders
involved in financial trading,” says Patrick
Lastenet, director of marketing and business development for financial services at
data centre services provider Interxion. “For
distribution processes, financial institutions
typically first receive the data and then have
to redistribute it to their own customers
down the line. In a co-location facility, how-

ever, customers can locate within the same
data centre as the distributing firm and can
cross connect, presenting opportunities for
instant distribution and significant time
saving. Furthermore, sharing a facility with
other market participants can help create a
hub topology that interconnects within itself,
increasing firms’ reach within the data centre
and encouraging a reduced time to market
for acquiring new customers.”
According to Lastenet, it is in financial
firms’ best interest to use a virtualised IT
environment such as a data centre to cope
with increasing levels of data and keep pace
with real-time transaction records. With
virtualised server farms, companies can
pull more computing resources to complete
the tasks without labouring their IT systems
and limited physical capacity, he explains. In
addition, since additional virtual machines
can be spun up or down at will, firms can
adapt to high-data volumes more easily than
continually adding more physical boxes.
“Banks have traditionally built in house
data centre infrastructures for security,
compliance and reliability reasons,” he says.
“Now regulatory compliance is placing a
significant strain on financial institutions’ IT
infrastructure, as they have to evaluate and
cope with exponential increases in real-time
data. With MiFID II set to go live in the near
future, further real-time requirements will
only amplify the need for high performance
analysis of big data sets. In the face of this
challenge many banks are now adopting the
use of a third-party data centre for non-core
business processes.”
In the cult 1987 comedy film Space Balls,
which parodies the Star Wars trilogy, the
nefarious antagonist, known as Dark Helmet, orders his ship to accelerate from warp
speed, to ridiculous speed, and finally into
ludicrous speed, with disastrous consequences for himself and his ship. So could
today’s high-speed networks be in danger
of flying too close to the sun, and ultimately
getting their wings burnt?
Fraser Bell, managing director at specialist
low-latency telecoms operator BSO Network
Solutions, Networks, believes the key factors
are the fibre on the ground, the speed of light,
and geography. BSO Network Solutions operates a London to Hong Kong link that reports
176 milliseconds latency from point to point.
The firm has also established a low-latency
route into Madrid, which cut the latency by 0.5
milliseconds versus the best existing route to »
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that market—enough of a benefit for US and
European HFT firms to make it worth their
while to connect, according to Bell.
“The opportunities exist to continually
lower latency,” he says. “But the economic
cost to build the infrastructure may not
be worthwhile in every case. For example,
only a very small subset of investors is
willing to pay an extreme amount to save
five milliseconds on a transatlantic link
between markets that are already relatively
well-served by low-latency technology. At
BSO Network Solutions, we try to focus on
emerging markets where we can add the most
value at the lowest cost.”
Different providers disagree about exactly
where the cut-off between justifiable cost
and dangerous risk lies. Hibernia Atlantic,
a provider of sub-sea cables that operates a
link between North America and Europe via
the UK, has invested millions of dollars in
building sub-sea cables that connect the two
continents. In total, the company operates
24,000 kilometres of fibre network, representing just over half the circumference of the
globe (40,075km).
According to Cumberland at Colt, the
most direct route is always the fastest
—yet many of the existing connections
are surprisingly indirect, leapfrogging
between major urban centres instead of
taking the fastest possible route between
two points. As the speed of connectivity approaches zero, the laws of physics
start to become a problem. Andrew Bach,

former head of network services at NYSE
Euronext, famously proclaimed last year
that the speed of light is “getting annoying” in the context of high-speed fi nancial
securities trading.
The speed of light varies based on the
material used to build the connection—an
effect that is measured on a scale called the
refractive index. The fastest (Earthbound)
medium is air. Travelling through a groundbased cable is slower; light travelling
through glass is only two-thirds as fast as
light travelling through air. Changing the
medium can help—for example, some firms
are working on using hollow fibre and such
a route already exists between Chicago
and New York. However, some industry
participants are sceptical about the longterm prospects for increasing speeds purely
through fi xed lines.
“If it doesn’t incur a huge cost, the customer can gain a competitive advantage
that goes beyond clearing and executing
the trade quicker,” says Bell. “HFTs, banks,
insurance fi rms and so on can push their
business applications, such as Outlook,
over the same system, which will allow
all employees in the company to go faster.
But fi bre can only go so far. The fastest
route between London and Moscow is currently offering 40 milliseconds; last year
it was 50. I suspect that 35 milliseconds
is as good as it’s going to get using fi xed
ground-based lines.”
If there is a finite end to the ability of

DIFFERENT PROVIDERS DISAGREE
ABOUT EXACTLY WHERE THE
CUT-OFF BETWEEN JUSTIFIABLE COST
AND DANGEROUS RISK LIES.

terrestrial and undersea cables to reduce
latency, then developers may have to focus
on making faster software and applications
instead. Already, companies such as Corvil
have built entire business lines devoted to
latency management. The firm’s flagship
product is CorvilNet, a latency management
system that provides monitoring, troubleshooting and reporting for financial trading
environments. Trading firms invest in FPGAs
to make their hardware faster. HFT operators
try to reduce latency at the application layer
and across all areas, not just the connectivity.
But there may be another solution: wireless
technology.
“Microwave is the fastest possible medium
we have at the moment,” says Cumberland.
“A few years ago, people would have scoffed
at the idea of using it for communications
such as sending information about financial
transactions. Now, that has changed.”
While potentially faster, wireless connections are also more problematic for financial
services firms. Wireless transmissions are
more susceptible to weather conditions,
storms and other interference that does
not affect fi xed terrestrial lines. The less
predictable nature of wireless connectivity could be a serious source of concern to
banks, which rely on predicting and controlling risk as a core part of their business
activity. Yet Cumberland downplays such
fears, pointing to capacity and power issues
as more serious challenges to be overcome
before the technology can gain widespread
acceptance.
“Storms and environmental interference
are not as serious a problem for wireless
technology as you might think,” he said.
“The real problem is bandwidth. We can
send 1.6 terabytes per second in a cable. In
a microwave, we have less bandwidth available. There is a millimetre wave in development, which can provide better bandwidth,
but it requires huge amounts of power and
therefore has less range.”
Whatever the solution that emerges, it is a
safe bet that high-speed traders will continue
to push the boundaries of technology for the
smallest advantage. With former Goldman
Sachs trader Anton Kreil poised to make
the world’s first trade from space in 2014,
the possibilities seem virtually endless. ■
Elliott Holley is senior staff writer at
Banking Technology
www.bankingtech.com
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LTE

HITTING
THE MAINSTREAM
2012 sees LTE continuing to gain momentum as the fastest growing mobile technology
of all time—and the move by several operators to re-farm 1800MHz spectrum
represents the beginning of another key trend.
ALAN HADDEN, CHAIRMAN, GSA.

T

he Global Mobile Suppliers Association (GSA) has been tracking
the commercialisation of LTE and
market developments, confi rming progress with the latest facts,
trends and developments in its Evolution
to LTE report.
The trends that we have identified in 2012
are accelerating LTE network deployments
and service launches across the world, in
both FDD and TDD variants.
The September 11, 2012 issue of the
report confirmed that 347 operators were
investing in LTE in 104 countries, including 96 commercial networks launched in 46
countries. At that time there were 292 firm
LTE network deployments in progress or
planned in 93 countries, with a further 55
operators in 11 additional countries engaged
in pre-commercial LTE technology pilot
trials, tests or studies. Taken together, it
means that 347 operators in 104 countries
are investing in LTE.
By the end of 2012 GSA forecasts that
there will be 152 commercial LTE networks
delivering advanced high speed mobile
broadband services.
GSA has acknowledged LTE as being the
fastest developing mobile communications
system technology ever. The number of operator commitments to deploy LTE networks
which were announced in the 12 months
following the first commercial LTE network
16
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launch was higher than for any other mobile
communications technology in the same
stage of development.
The pace of development and market introduction of LTE user devices is impressive. An
update to the ‘Status of the LTE Ecosystem’
report published by the GSA on July 3rd, 2012
confirmed that 67 manufacturers have announced 417 LTE-enabled user devices, with
the number tripling year on year.
Compared to HSPA+, which is already a
mainstream technology and the “workhorse”
delivery system for mobile broadband, the
pace of introduction of LTE user devices is
faster. The total number of models of LTE
terminals today is around 15 per cent higher
than exists for HSPA+ despite the first commercial LTE network going live ten months
after launch of the first commercial HSPA+
services.
It is encouraging to see how the LTE devices ecosystem already supports all market
segments and form factors. However the
main growth trend in 2012 is the launch of
LTE-capable smartphones and tablets. The
number of smartphones has increased by 73
per cent this year.
Most LTE user devices additionally support other widely available mobile communications technologies to ensure service
when outside of LTE coverage. Typically
this means support for WCDMA-HSPA
or HSPA+ and GSM/EDGE, and/or CDMA

EV-DO, and for TDD markets support for
TD-SCDMA is becoming more common.
Referring again to the July 3rd “Status of
the LTE Ecosystem” report, 267 LTE devices also operate on either HSPA, HSPA+
or 42 Mbps DC-HSPA+ networks (as well as
GSM/EDGE). Within this figure, 109 LTE
devices support 42 Mbps HSPA+ technology. A total of 126 LTE devices support
EV-DO networks.
Support for “fallback” technologies is
necessary in most markets for an acceptable customer mobile broadband experience. In North America, for example,
devices used on the Verizon Wireless LTE
network are also required to operate on the
fi rm’s EV-DO network. According to GSA’s
research (July 18th, 2012), every WCDMA
operator today has invested in HSPA in
their networks and almost 50 per cent of
them have launched commercial HSPA+
networks. There are 472 commercial HSPA
networks launched in 183 countries; this
figure includes HSPA+ investments and
234 commercial HSPA+ networks are now
in service in 112 countries.
In parallel to the significant investments
now being made in LTE roll outs, 90 operators have commercially launched 42 Mbps
DC-HSPA+ technology on their networks, and
GSA forecasts that at least 115 DC-HSPA+
networks will be in commercial service by
end 2012.
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Countries with commericial LTE service
Countries with LTE commericial network deployments
on-going or planned
Countries with LTE trial systems (pre-commitmemt)

Can some conclusions be drawn? It is true
that LTE is arriving into a globally successful
and rapidly developing mobile broadband
market. It is also true that past investments,
for example in HSPA and HSPA+ systems,
won’t be discarded.
Many operators are investing in both
HSPA+ and LTE technologies together.
CDMA operators, especially in North
America, are investing heavily in LTE
as the mobile broadband technology of
choice and currently claim the majority of
the world total of LTE subscriptions. The
balance will change as the pace of network
deployments outside North America quickens—primarily in Europe and Asia—as
substantial amounts of new spectrum for
LTE come into use.
Key factors in the more limited progress
of LTE in Europe have been the widespread
coverage and availability of very efficient
HSPA and HSPA+ systems, the economics
and vast choice of HSPA user devices (almost
4,000 products) and the piecemeal way in
which new spectrum has been allocated in
the region. This is in stark contrast with the
USA for example, where the early transition
of broadcast TV services from analogue to
digital transmission technology and the
subsequent auctioning of new spectrum
as the digital dividend, in a desirable part
of the spectrum (700MHz), secured their
headstart with LTE rollouts.
Broadband Outlook | October 2012
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In Europe, the switchover to digital TV
service is almost complete. The UK will be the
last of Europe’s major economies to auction
and allocate new spectrum for LTE, which is
expected to be completed by end 2012. New
spectrum in 2.6 GHz (3GPP band 7) which
is ideal for high-capacity requirements in
dense urban environments, and 800MHz
(band 20 Digital Dividend) with its excellent
long-range and building penetration capabilities, has now been auctioned and allocated in
several European countries which will drive
forward LTE deployments and investments
in the region.
Many operators are seizing the opportunity to use 1800MHz spectrum (band 3) for
LTE deployments (LTE1800). In all regions
except North America, this band was originally allocated for GSM. It is often contiguous
and partially under-utilized, meaning that
operators typically have sufficient bandwidth
to secure the full benefits of LTE. Providing
initial widespread coverage with LTE in the
1800MHz band can be as much as 60 per cent
cheaper than covering the same area using
higher frequency bands. Its use can mean a
faster time to market.
Operators will typically want to deploy
LTE across a range of bands in order to
maximise coverage and capacity, and to
optimise cost structures. GSA joined in
industry efforts with the GSMA, Telstra
and others over a year ago to explain the

benefits of using 1800MHz for mobile
broadband—and LTE in particular. The
campaign is aimed at device manufacturers, encouraging them to include LTE1800
in their roadmaps, and to regulators to allow re-farming for LTE deployments. New
white papers from many manufacturers
helped to explain the benefits and availability of solutions.
GSA published a report last November “Embracing the 1800MHz opportunity: Driving mobile forward with LTE in
the 1800MHz band” which incorporated
the insights of GSA member companies
Ericsson, Nokia Siemens Networks and
Qualcomm and pioneer LTE1800 network
operators CSL Limited, Deutsche Telekom,
Elisa, Qualcomm, StarHub, Teliasonera and
Telstra. The situation today is positive:
32 LTE1800 networks are in commercial
service, with many more deployments and
trials in progress. 98 LTE1800 user devices
are announced, giving ample choice and
LTE operators in Europe are increasingly
demanding support for LTE terminals in
800/1800/2600 MHz as well as HSPA/HSPA+
and GSM/EDGE.
With LTE heading towards the mainstream and infrastructure widely deployed
by year-end, the focus will shift to return on
investment, increasing efficiencies, developing new business models and generating
revenue and profit growth. n
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Actelis, The Broadband Acceleration Company, is accelerating wide-scale
broadband delivery and success for telecom service providers, enterprises,
municipalities and consumers worldwide.
Email: efmsales@actelis.com | www.actelis.com

Established in 2003, Arcadyan is the world leading manufacturer of xDSL
IAD with proven records by worldwide Telco/ISPs. As a world leading developer & manufacturer of broadband, wireless and multimedia products,
Arcadyan has expanded its development into FTTx and Mobile broadband
to provide the best services and total solutions to our partners.
Email: carol_hung@arcadyan.com | www.arcadyan.com

ADB is improving the experience and service that Pay-TV and broadband
operators bring to subscribers through personalised TV, advanced voice
and data. We are focused on evolving the connected home into a
connected life that increases subscriber satisfaction and operator
revenues in a sustainable and easily managed way.
Email: pr@adbglobal.com | www.adbglobal.com

ASSIA develops high-performance software tools to improve the speed
and reach of DSL networks. Using Dynamic Spectrum Management (DSM),
these tools let operators offer high speeds over copper and deliver new
multimedia content to the home. Visit ASSIA to learn more about exciting
advances in powerful vectoring-ready solutions and Wi-Fi management!
Email: jjervis@assia-inc.com | www.assia-inc.com

ADVA Optical Networking is a provider of intelligent telecommunications
infrastructure solutions. With software-automated Optical+Ethernet
transmission technology, we build the foundation for high-speed, nextgeneration networks. Our FSP product family adds scalability and
intelligence to customers’ networks while removing complexity and cost.
Email: info@advaoptical.com | www.advaoptical.com

AVM develops cutting-edge broadband devices to provide a wide audience
with user-friendly products. The Berlin-based communications specialist
has more than 25 years of experience in supplying millions of customers
with solutions for telephony, networking and Internet services. AVM has
received many awards for its innovative FRITZ! product range.
Email: info@avm.de | www.avm.de

A trusted partner to service providers, enterprises and governments,
Alcatel-Lucent is an innovator in networking and communications
technologies, products and services. Alcatel-Lucent includes Bell Labs,
a world leader in R&D. The Company operates in over 130 countries and
achieved revenues of Euro 15.3 billion in 2011.
Email: Leila.Cayatte@alcatel-lucent.com | www.alcatel-lucent.com

Axiros provides device and service management solutions across fixed and
mobile networks for consumer, enterprise and M2M markets. Axiros solutions
are scalable, flexible, modular and most importantly – open, giving providers the
ability to manage and support any protocol, any device, any service — any time.
Email: mb@axiros.com | www.axiros.com

ALTEN is the technology partner of major European companies in the
industrial, telecom and tertiary sectors. With 13,100 highly qualified
engineers, ALTEN is present in 14 countries and offers different levels of
services from technology consulting to outsourced projects for the
Technical and Information Systems Divisions of its clients.
Email: communication@alten.fr | www.alten.com

Founded in July 2005, CIG is now the world’s leading independent telecom
OEM/ODM supplier focused solely on GPON CPE equipment, which is an
essential part of GPON OLT (Optical Line Terminal) vendors’ and service
providers’ end-to-end GPON solutions. CIG supplies the following products
in volume: GPON SFU, MDU, RGW, SBU.
Email: sales@cambridgeig.com | www.ci-g.com
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BroadBand marketplace

Cisco will be demonstrating innovative solutions which deliver the Next
Generation Internet. Customers, partners and industry luminaries will
meet Cisco executives and subject matter experts to discuss key topics
such as SP WiFi, Mobile Cloud, Video , Software Defined Networking (SDN)
and share findings from Cisco’s Global Cloud Index.

Ericsson is the world’s leading provider of communications technology and
services. We are enabling the Networked Society with efficient real-time
solutions that allow us all to study, work and live our lives more freely, in
sustainable societies around the world.

www.cisco.com

Email: birgitta.z.pettersson@ericsson.com | www.ericsson.com

COS is a BSS/OSS solution for single and multi service provider networks.
COS delivers a totally automated self service marketplace that enables
service providers to offer services to network subscribers and drive new
revenue streams to network owner/operators and at the same time lower
the OPEX.

Friendly Technologies’ device management solutions improve subscribers’
quality of experience and streamline the deployment and support of data,
VoIP, IPTV & 4G services. Based on the TR-69, OMA-DM, and SNMP standards, the solutions streamline and simplify the entire service life cycle of
broadband and mobile devices.
Email: elan.migdal@friendly-tech.com | www.friendly-tech.com

Email: sales@cossystems.com | www.cossystems.com

Cube Optics products extend from components used by OEMs to custom
designs imbedded into subassemblies. Specialized on simple and lowestcost access transport solutions, our Metro Core and Metro Access Network
solutions are implemented by major European carriers, operators and ISPs
and are powering IX, ADSL, VDSL and FTTx in over 1k European nodes.

Genexis is market leader in the development and sales of high-quality active
equipment for the fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) market, with a clear focus on Customer Premises Equipment (CPE). With our new Hybrid product line, we will
continue to supply low-cost solutions to FTTH projects worldwide.
Email: sales@genexis.nl | www.genexis.eu

Email: sales@cubeoptics.com | www.cubeoptics.com

Developer and manufacturer of broadband line extenders for fixed line
ADSL and VDSL services.

Huawei is a leading global information and communications technology
(ICT) solutions provider. Our products and solutions have been deployed in
over 140 countries, serving more than one third of the world’s population.
Email: info@huawei.com | www.huawei.com

Email: info@densionbb.com | www.densionbb.com

ELCON is a supplier of telecommunication products optimizing voice and
data transmission networks for European network operators, system
manufacturers and integrators. The product range covers optical network
terminations over all network levels, solutions for Carrier Ethernet and
Mobile Backhaul and for range enhancement and remote powering.

InterDigital develops fundamental wireless technologies that are at the
core of mobile devices, networks, and services worldwide. Advanced solutions from InterDigital support the development of more efficient wireless
networks, a richer multimedia experience, and new mobile broadband
capabilities for billions of consumers globally.
Email: Sales@interdigital.com | www.interdigital.com

Email: info@elcon-system.com | www.elcon-system.com
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BROADBAND MARKETPLACE

Iskratel, world leader in telecommunication equipment and solutions has
more than 60 years of experience, develops complete solutions for fixed
and mobile service providers, including convergence and next generation
networks. The SI3000 Lumia high-performance broadband access node
guarantees wide interoperability – GPON, FTTx P2P, VDSL2, POTS.
Email: info@iskratel.si | www.iskratel.com

SES Broadband Services, 100% owned affiliate of the satellite operator
SES, provides high-speed broadband solution via satellite, SES Broadband
(formerly ASTRA2Connect), in Europe, the Middle East and Africa. The
service offers to individuals, businesses and communities to access the
internet independent from any terrestrial infrastructure.
Email: broadband@ses.com | www.ses-broadband.com

JDSU will be showcasing its groundbreaking range of advanced instruments,
intelligent probes, monitoring software and service assurance portfolio to
help service providers deal with and profit from the soaring growth of
traffic, devices and applications, and assuring IP services that meet customer’s expectations.
Email: carol.brennan@jdsu.com | www.jdsu.com/test

T&W is a world-leading supplier of broadband access customer premise
equipment, specializing in broadband terminals, wireless communication,
optical communication equipment, and other electronic products. At the
exhibition, we will show products from our 3G, DSL, WiFi and PLC,
portfolios.
Email: mkt@twsz.com | www.twsz.com

NEC Corporation is a leader in the integration of IT and network technologies that benefit businesses and people around the world. By providing
a combination of products and solutions that cross utilise the company’s
experience and global resources, NEC’s advanced technologies meet the
complex and ever-changing needs of its customers. NEC brings more than
100 years of expertise in technological innovation to empower people,
businesses and society.

Transmode is a global provider of packet-optical networking solutions that
enable fixed line and mobile network operators to cost effectively address
the capacity needs created by the rapid growth in video and data traffic.
These solutions are important building blocks in next-generation
high-speed optical networks.
Email: info@transmode.com | www.transmode.com

www.nec.com

We provide automated service management for broadband networks using
open access or vertical business models. The solution translates a simple
service request into a complex network configuration, enabling the
deployment of any service, on any vendor hardware, in any network
topology. 100 operators in 22 countries have chosen BECS.
Email: info@pfsw.com | www.pfsw.com

ZTE is a global provider of telecommunications equipment and network
solutions with a comprehensive product range covering virtually every
telecommunications sector, including wireless, access & bearer, VAS,
terminals and professional services.
The company delivers innovative, custom-made products and services to
over 500 operators in more than 140 countries, helping them to meet the
changing needs of their customers while growing revenue.
www.zte.com.cn/

Since its founding in 1999, Raisecom is a leading vendor for service provider access services, providing end-to-end network solutions. Raisecom
entered the global market in 2004 and has a strong presence in Europe,
CIS, Latin America, Canada, Middle East, Asia and the Unit States.
Email: export@raisecom.com | www.raisecom.com/en
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Founded in 1989 and set up in Taiwan, ZyXEL is now the leading provider
of complete broadband access solutions for service providers, as well as
business and home users.
Email: viviliu@zyxel.com.tw | www.zyxel.com
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